LRU policy showed the good performance and has been used widely in modern computer, however, the accesses mode of the application is not all preferences of LRU algorithm, there were some drawbacks. In the paper, by researching the existed policy about LRU, we propose an adaptive policy base on the LRU, in this policy, we set double LRU stacks to respectively save the recency and frequency block, and according their efficiency value to adjust dynamically their size. The experiments showed that this method could improve the hit ratio under the different circumstance.
Introduction
The cache replacement policies play an important role in cache management. They can improve system performance by reducing cache miss counts. Especially, the least recently used (LRU) policy shows good performance in recent decades and has been used as a de-facto standard [14] : 1) When the workloads is larger than the cache size, LRU algorithm will happens jitter meeting, the result is less efficient. 2) It is oblivious to recent history and lacking of other reuse information, LRU captures the recency features of a workload, it does not capture and exploit the frequency features of a workload, when the programs require memory strongly, LRU is not as good as LFU with low efficiency. 3) In some certain systems, the performance of processors will be affected by processors stall without dealing with well.
In view of the above points of the defects of traditional LRU algorithm, the recent solution mainly concentrated in this aspect: Improving LRU algorithm to solve the problem of a kind of traditional LRU solving badly, such as LRFU [1] , the BIP [2] , LIN [3] .
In our research, we find that it is very easy to find simple policies to capture a single locality characteristic behavior, but it is hard to design a good replacement policy that behaves comparably to LRU in replacing blocks that were not recently access and eagerly replaces blocks that are accessed only once, even when the workload locality characteristics are well-known. The idea of adaptive replacement policy based on LRU is to adaptively switch between polices LRU and other police, so that it uses LRU whenever recent behavior indicates that LRU would outperform the other. In this paper, we proposed an adaptive policy with double stacks, we set double LRU stacks to respectively save the recency and frequency block, and according their efficiency value to adjust dynamically their size to choice the suited policy between the LRU and the LFU polices. By performing simulations with a large number of traces form previous studies, we showed that our adaptive policy performs was very well under the three kinds of access patterns compared with the LRU, LRFU and ARC of the typical policies, although the whole hit ratio is not high.
Related Work
There have been many novel caching algorithms, such as FBR, LRU-2, 2Q, LRFU, MQ, and LIRS, have been proposed, which have attempted to combine LFU and LRU in order to remov one or more disadvantages of LRU. However, all of the above cited policies, using LRU as the building block, for a detailed overview of these algorithms, it turns out, that each of these algorithms leaves something to be desired, and, hence, continue to suffer from some certain drawbacks of LRU. Finally, the idea is certainly not new idea, but the adaptivity of past schemes was limited to a very International Conference on Advances in Mechanical Engineering and Industrial Informatics (AMEII 2015) specific policy. For example, EELRU is based on the principle of timescale relativity, which helps it detect and adapt to phase changes, only suiting for loop detection pattern, the SEQ replacement algorithm is one that bases its decisions on address information (detecting sequential address reference patterns). Consequently, it is lacking in generality ， and so on. More specifically, SEQ and EELRU primarily are used managing virtual memory, while LRFU, and ARC are more targeted towards file system data caching, either at the OS or the disk controller level.
The ARC [10] is self-tuning, low overhead, scan-resistant, exploits both the recency and the frequency features of the workload in a self-tuning fashion, has low space and time complexity, and outperforms LRU across a wide range of workloads and cache sizes. It seemed to eliminate essentially all drawbacks of the above mentioned policies, but ARC adopted double stacks, the size of the two stacks was adjusted by using a parameter p, but there was not a good way to determine the size of p value.
LRFU [5] is the novel caching algorithms that have attempted to combine recency and frequency (CRF) with the intent of removing one or more disadvantages of LRU. The police always choose a block with minimum value of CRF to evict. The CRF value is calculated by weight function , , among them, is the CRF value of b block in the current time, x is the time interval from the last access to the current, λ is the balance parameter of locality and frequency. For example, the accessed time of some block is at 2, 5 and the current time is at 7, then the value of the CRF of the block is F(7-2)+F . It is obvious that if the parameter is the greater, the policy is more inclined to focus on the access locality, if the λ value gets smaller, the policy is more inclined to focus on access frequency features. But the λ value is fixed, so the LRFU is not a self-tuning policy.
Principles of the Policy
In this section, we discuss the idea of adaptive replacement based on the LRU and the implementation.
As a general adaptive policy, the goal is to adaptively switch between policies A and B, so that it uses B whenever recent behavior indicates that B would outperform A. Here, we used for reference the idea of ARC policy and set double adaptive stacks LRS and HRS adopted LRU policy to manage and third stack HS, adopted FIFO policy to manage, was used for recording the history information. Among them, LRS was used for placing recency smaller blocks and HRS was used for placing recency bigger and higher access frequency blocks. When the workloads were frequency base access pattern, the HRS value was increased and the LRS value was decreased, on the contrary, the HRS value was decreased and LRS value was decreased. In order to determine which value was be increased or decreased, we introduced an efficient value to measure the two stacks. In a certain time period, the efficient value was expressed by the following: effi_value=numbers of hit block/ max numbers of stack. According to the effi_value, we can modify the value of the HRS and LRS.
We assumed that the size of cache was expressed by S_cache and the size of the HRS and LRS stacks were expressed respectively by size_HRS and size_LRS, and S_cache=S_HRS + S_LRS. The value P was modified by the following pseudo code:
Modify_value /* used for modifying the P*/ H_times=0; /* hit times in the HRS stack*/ L_times=0; /* hit times in the LRS stack*/ 
Experiment and Evaluation
In order to evaluate the adaptive replacement policy based on LRU, We use a trace-driven cache simulation compared with the present popular replacement policies. The experiment environment is the Memory Buddies Trace of Linux server [1] . Memory Buddies Trace is the memory access trace of the data virtualization center server combined the resources of the multiple devices and provided users with a unified logical interface, the users can access the different resources by the different patterns [7] . In practical application, the different replacement algorithm has different performance in application environment, we choose three kinds of trace simulation, representing respectively three kinds of access pattern: linear access pattern, probability access pattern, locality access pattern.
In this experiment, the block size is 64B, and the size of the parameters S_HRS, S_LRS, MAX_S_HRS, MAX_S_LRS and Modify_value respectively was 75%, 25%, 99%, 99%, 1%. Although the whole hit ratio is not high, Fig1~Fig3 shows that the A-LRU policy can improve the hit ration in different circumstance compared with LRU, LRFU and ARC.
Conclusion
While there has been much work on improving the performance of caches, our work makes several new contributions. In this paper, we introduce a scheme based on LRU with adaptivity which provides a higher hit ratio under the different circumstance. Thus, we hope that the new ideas would be presented in the design of future caching mechanisms.. 
